The underlying structure is taken as a strongly superharmonic cone 
closely connected with the abstract theory of quasibounded and singular elements. The semigroup {Sx I admits an infinitesimal generator A, and the elements invariant under A, called quasi-units, generalize the Yosida quasi-units in the theory of Riesz spaces. Quasi-units in 9l are studied, both from a potentialtheoretic and a functionalanalytic viewpoint, culminating in a spectral representation theorem for quasi-bounded elements which extends the classical Freudenthal spectral theorem of Riesz space theory.
Many global properties of potentials can be developed in the abstract algebraic setting of a superharmonic semigroup, a concept introduced in refs. 2 and 3 and discussed further in refs. 5 and 6. (A detailed treatment of this subject will appear shortly, under the title "Algebraic potential theory, Part I: Potentialtheoretic semigroups.") As noted in ref. 6 , important further results can be obtained when a cone structure is assumed and a stronger form of the Harnack convergence axiom is used. This leads to the following concept of a strongly superharmonic cone.
Let 'l be a partially ordered abstract cone. That is, 'U is an abelian semigroup under addition (+) with identity element 0; 'U admits a multiplication by scalars in R+, compatible with' addition; and 'U is partially ordered by an inequality (<) satisfying (i) u > 0, (ii) u < v = Xu < Xv, and (iii) U < v4u + w < v + w for all u, v, w E 'U. and X £ R+. Along with the given initial order (<), extensive use will be made of specific order (i), defined as u ' v if and only if there exists an element u' E 'U such that v u + u'. We shall agree that, henceforth, initial order is to be understood unless specific order is explicitly indicated.
Two axioms are imposed to complete the definition. (11) and by N. Boboc, Gh. Bucur, and A. Cornea (7) . It should be noted, moreover, that our Axiom II is equivalent to the following condition, used by Mokobodzki in a vector lattice setting: for all u, v E 'U, the set 1w E 'U: u <v + w} has a least element m satisfying m u u. Our axioms ensure that 'U is a lattice relative to specific order and that 'U is Archimedean relative both to initial order and specific order.
In what follows we fix 'U as an arbitrary strongly superharmonic cone and take e as any element of 'U. We shall be interested mainly in the case of e # 0, and e will then play the role of an order unit. Operators Sx and Qx are introduced on 'U for all X E R+, according to the definitions Sxu = (Xe)V u -Xe and Qxu = u J\ (Ae) [1] for all u £E ' (note that u -v exists whenever v i u).
These operators have been defined in a slightly different, but equivalent, way in refs. 1 and 2. They satisfy the identities SxU + QAU = U, SASp U = SX+ MU, QXQuU = QXAmU.
[2]
The operators Sx and Qx are closely connected with the concepts of quasibounded and singular elements, as is evident from the treatment of the classical case given in ref. 4 . (A more general treatment-in the abstract setting of an arbitrary superharmonic semigroup-will appear in the forthcoming paper "Algebraic potential theory, Part I: Potentialtheoretic semigroups," by the present authors.) The following definitions will suffice here. An element u £E ' is called (i) ebounded if u < ae holds for some a C R+, (ii) e-quasibounded if u is the supremum of some sequence {fUn such that all u n are e-bounded and satisfy un Lou, and (iii) e-singular if the only e-bounded element b satisfying b i-.u is b = 0. The esingular elements are exactly those elements s such that s . e = 0, and are thus direct counterparts of the singular elements introduced by K. Yosida for vector lattices (see ref.
12, p. 375). The role of Sx and Qx is as follows: an element u E 'U is (i) e-quasibounded if and only if supxQxu = U, and
(ii) e-singular if and only if S)u = u for some, equivalently all, X > 0.
As functions of X, the Sxu are convex on [0, + oo) and form Quasi-units (or e-quasi-units) are defined as the elements u C 'U satisfying Au = u, i.e., the elements invariant under A.
These are characterized by the condition (2u) a e = u. In the case of harmonic elements h, i.e., elements h C' for which h i u holds whenever h < u does, the preceding condition is equivalent to the pair of conditions h < e and h%.A (e -h) = 0. For certain Riesz spaces, elements lying in the ideal generated by the unit element e can be represented as integrals according to the spectral theorem of H. Freudenthal (8) [4] where { ex} is the spectral system associated with u. Proof: Without loss of generality it will be assumed that u is e-bounded. Indeed, the case of u e-quasibounded then follows from the fact that the spectral system for each of the e-bounded elements Q,,u coincides with ex for X < 1A and vanishes for X > /u. Denoting by Dx the operator of right-hand differentiation with respect to A, we now consider the elements DQQxu for X > 0, i.e., 1 DxQxu = sup -y(QA\+ bu -Qxu).
6> 0 [5] Since Qx+u -Qxu = Sxu -Sx+6u = Q6(Sxu), this reduces to the derivative at the origin of Qx applied to the element Sou. Thus, DxQxu = ASxu = ex, and our spectral representation [4] Proof: Plainly, the closed convex hull of is a subset of $BI.
Conversely, suppose that u is an element of G §1. Then its spectral system { ex} satisfies ex = 0 for X > 1, so that [4] reduces to the corresponding integral over [0, 1] . The Riemann sums approximating this integral are therefore of the form E Zk-1(Xk -Xk-1)ex\ with Enk-l(Xk -Xk-1) = 1, i.e., convex combinations of elements of 8, and the corollary follows.
